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Consumedin Theory:AlternativePerspectives
on the Economicsof Consumption

Frank Ackerman

In many disciplines, the study of consumptionhas become a dynamic, changing
field. A new interdisciplinaryarea of researchon consumptionhas emerged in the
last 10-15 years, drawing contributionsand participantsfrom sociology, anthropology, history, philosophy, literature,and marketing-even, on occasion, from economics. (See Miller [1995] for a collection of bibliographicessays and surveys from
each of the relevant disciplines.) Yet despite the centralrole that consumptionplays
in economic theory, economics has been one of the least importantcontributorsto
the new wave of research-and one of the disciplines least affected by new approaches to consumptionof any variety. A recent review of innovationsin neoclassical economic theory simply asserts that "the microeconomic theory of consumer
choice under conditions of certaintyis well developed, and has not been the subject
of any significantadvancesin recent years" [Darnell 1992].
Economists' lack of interest in new approachesto consumptionlargely reflects
the rigidity of the conventionaleconomic theoryof consumerbehavior. That theory,
of course, assumes that consumerscome to the marketwith well-defined, insatiable
desires for private goods and services; those desires are not affected by social interactions, culture, economic institutions,or the consumptionchoices or well-being of
others. Only prices, incomes, and personal tastes affect consumption-and since
tastes are exogenous to neoclassical economics, there is little point in talking about
anythingbut prices and incomes.
The correspondencebetween this theory and the visible facts of economic life is
tenuous at best. If there have been no recent advances in the microeconomics of
consumer behavior, it is not because of a lack of room for improvement.Nor has
The author is Senior Research Associate of the Global Developmentand EnvironmentInstitute, Tufts
University.
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there been any scarcity of good critiques and suggestions of alternativetheories in
the economics literature.The problem is that the alternativeshave been too quickly
fragmentedand/or forgotten.
This article reviews the history of dissentingeconomic perspectiveson consumption and argues that the perspectivesprovide ample materialfor the constructionof
an alternative-especially if the dissentingviews are combinedinto a comprehensive
new theory. However, the academic developmentof alternativeshas often gone in
the opposite direction, toward narrow, single-issue models. Viewed in isolation,
such fragmentaryalternativeshave little power to transformeconomic thinking;the
best-known one, Gary Becker's implausible extension of the standardanalysis of
consumerchoice, appearsto reinforce much of what is wrong with neoclassical theory. A synthesis of the various availablecritiqueswould have a very differentmeaning. (For a broader survey of the frontiersof the economics of consumerbehavior,
see Goodwin, Ackerman,and Kiron [1997].)
To present the alternativetheories, it will be helpful to outline three fundamental
assumptions of the neoclassical theory of consumption;these assumptionsmay be
called asocial individualism,insatiability,and commodityorientation:
1. Asocial individualism.Consumerdesires and preferencesare exogenous;
they are not affected by social or economic institutions,interactionswith
others, or observationof the behaviorof others.
2. Insatiability. It is humannatureto have a multiplicityof insatiablematerial desires; the only economically meaningfulforms of individualsatisfaction result from more consumption(or less work, a relatedpoint that
will not be addressedhere).
3. Commodityorientation. Consumerpreferencesconsist of well-informed
desires for specific goods and services availableon the market.
The three assumptionsare closely related; any comprehensivecritique of neoclassical theory will include alternativesto all three. Veblen, for example, is famous
for his alternativeto the asocial individualismassumption-but he also mocked the
hedonistic conception of a person as a "homogeneousglobule of desire," arguing
that far from an insatiabledesire for pleasure, humannatureis "a coherentstructure
of propensitiesand habits which seeks realizationand expressionin an unfoldingactivity" [Veblen 1948]. And he maintainedthat much of consumerbehavioris fundamentally driven by desires for intangibles such as status, not just for the
commoditiesthat symbolize statusat the moment.
Nonetheless, it seems safe to say that Veblen is best known for the critique of
asocial individualismcontained in his analysis of conspicuous consumption.Many
other economists writing on consumptioncan also be viewed as developing alternatives to asocial individualism, as argued in the next section of this paper. Sub-
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sequent sections examine economistswhose work providesalternativesto the second
and thirdassumptions.
No ConsumerIs an Island
Veblen's treatmentof consumptionhas been well describedby David Hamilton
[1987] in this journal. Hamiltonremindsus that in describingstatus-consciousconspicuous consumption, Veblen was developing a theory of consumption, not just
presenting social commentaryor satire. For Veblen, goods were both ceremonial
and instrumental,yielding both status and use-value to their consumers. Over time,
the ceremonial aspect of consumptioncould expand indefinitely without producing
any net increase in satisfaction, as Veblen so effectively and satirically demonstrated; but at any point in time, there was an appropriatelevel of status-oriented
consumptionfor each group in society.
The lull of some decades following Veblen's writings is noted in a more recent
article in thisjournal by Roger Mason [1995]. The generationof institutionaliststhat
followed Veblen concentratedon issues other than consumption;at the same time,
neoclassical economics was engaged in codifying and formalizingits own approach.
The next majorcontributionsto an alternativetheory of consumerbehaviorcame in
the work of James Duesenberry[1949], Harvey Leibenstein[1950], and John Kenneth Galbraith[1958]. Writing in the 1940s and 1950s, at a time when the success
of Keynesian economics may have opened the profession to new perspectives, they
suggested innovative ways of analyzing and modeling consumer behavior. A common theme in their work is the identificationof social factors that influence consumer preferences;in our terms, they are all concernedwith failures of the asocial
individualismassumption.
Duesenberry began with an empirical puzzle-the decline over time in the
amount of savings by households at any constant level of real income. Rejecting
much of the neoclassical theoreticalapparatus,he took it as self-evident that individual preferencesare interdependent,in part socially determined,and subjectto learning and habit formation. The result of social interdependence was the
"demonstrationeffect": contact with superiorconsumptiongoods and higher standards of living leads to a desire to increase one's own consumption. As everyone
else's consumptionrises in a growing economy, therefore,a household at any given
income level will consume more and save less.
Ragnar Nurkse [1953], drawing on Duesenberry'swork, made the demonstration effect centralto early debatesin developmenteconomics. Nurkse suggestedthat
the attempt to emulate developed-countryconsumptionpatternscould depress savings rates in developing nations. In developmenttheory, as elsewhere in the discipline, the early interest in broader alternativeshas now largely died out, and the
economics of consumptionin developing countriesremainsan underdevelopedarea.
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However, Jeffrey James [1993] has analyzed the implicationsfor developmenteconomics of several of the alternativeperspectivesdiscussedhere.
Another approach to modeling of alternative theories can be seen in Leibenstein's classic paper [1950]. His "bandwagon,snob, and Veblen effects" are simplified models of three different ways in which social interactioncan alter consumer
demandfor a good. All three would have made sense to Veblen, despite the fact that
his name appears on only one of them. Each of Leibenstein'smodels implies a socially determinedrelationshipbetween price and demandthatdiffers from the standard neoclassical model. Yet despite the clarity of their presentationand the analogy
to more familiar models, Leibenstein'smodels have been pursuedby only a handful
of later writers.
One of the best-selling books of all times on the economics of consumptionis
surely The AffluentSociety. In a discussion of economic policy that sounds remarkably current40 years after it was written, Galbraithargues that it is no longer appropriate for affluent societies to place a priority on economic growth and
maximizationof output. Overemphasison productionfor privateconsumptionleads
to too little spending on public goods and services and too little leisure and economic security, among other undesirableconsequences. Galbraithconsiders it obvious that increasing affluence constantly threatens to make the further growth of
private consumptionless urgent. Somethingunnaturalhas to happen, therefore, to
keep people spending. The villain is the all too visible hand of advertising,creating
the demandfor new productsas part of the process of production.It cannotbe considered of great social importance,Galbraithsuggests, to satisfy desires for products
if the desires result from their producers'advertising.
The nature of social influences on consumptionwas furtherelaboratedby Fred
Hirsch [1976], who introducedthe concept of positional consumption. Positional
goods are ones that are desirable because they are scarce; examples include paintings by old masters, antiques, and exclusive access to scenic land. Jobs at the top of
a hierarchyhave a similarpositionalvalue. Unlike ordinarygoods, the supply of positional goods cannot be increased when demand rises. There is no way to create
more Rembrandtoriginals, beachfrontproperties, or jobs in the top 10 percent of
the labor force. While positional goods quickly become status symbols that play a
role in conspicuous consumption, the two categories are not identical: some status
symbols, such as fashions in cars or clothing, are manufacturedgoods that can be
producedto satisfy rising demand.
Productivity increases occur in the productionof ordinary, but not positional,
goods. Over time, ordinary goods therefore become relatively cheaper. This leads
both to consumptionof increasing quantitiesof ordinarygoods and (since the two
categories are imperfect substitutes for each other) to expenditureof a growing
share of income on positional goods. When demandfor positionalgoods rises, there
are three possible responses: congestion or crowding; increasedscreening and posi-
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tional competition (e.g., greater educationalcredentialrequirementsfor top jobs);
or price increases. The result for society is at best a zero-sum game, with one person's loss being anotherperson's gain; nothingof value is createdin response to the
increased demand. Thus, if aggregateoutputgrows and the income gains are spent
on positional goods, there is no reason to believe that there has been a net increase
in social welfare. (For this reason, Scitovsky [1995] has argued that in terms of
macroeconomiceffects, positional consumptionis more like an unproductiveform
of savings thanlike ordinaryconsumption.)
Robert Frank [1985] draws on the work of Hirsch and Duesenberryto create a
formal model of positional consumptionand the demonstrationeffect. If people engage in positional competition,for example, striving to ensurethat their childrenare
bettereducatedthananyone else's, the result is more work and less leisure thanpeople would really prefer. A cooperative outcome, which the market alone cannot
achieve, would yield greatersatisfactionthanunfetteredcompetition.The bias in favor of visible, positional expenditureshas exactly the same effect on savings as
Duesenberry's demonstrationeffect [see also Kosicki 1988]. Frank shows that the
existence of positionalconsumptionand the relatedbias againstboth savings and leisure imply that people can be made better off by many forms of regulation, including pensions and other forced savings requirements,limits on hours and conditions
of work, and taxes on positionalexpenditures.
Finally, for this section, it is almost but not quite accurateto say thatthe issue of
social influences on consumptionhas vanished from the mainstreamof neoclassical
economics. Heroic attemptswere made by Robert Pollak in the 1970s to develop
elaborate mathematicalmodels inspired by Duesenberry and Leibenstein [Pollak
1978; 1977; 1976; 1970], but his work had little effect on others. Most recently,
Laurie Simon Bagwell and B. Douglas Bernheim [1996] have created a model updating Leibenstein's "Vebleneffect." Laudableas the goal may be, it is remarkable
how little of Veblen shines throughthe dense mathematicalthicketsof contemporary
economics.
Bagwell and Bernheim show that if consumer indifference curves have an unusual but not impossible shape, an equilibriummay result in which some consumers
buy luxury brandspriced above marginalcost, while others buy ordinarybrandsof
the same quality, priced at marginalcost. Potentialreasons for the unusuallyshaped
indifference curves (aside from a peculiar wrinkle in the tax structure)include the
possibility that low-income consumersmay be driven to the brink of bankruptcyby
conspicuousconsumptionor may derive greaterintrinsicsatisfactionfrom conspicuous expenditurethan rich people do. When indifferencecurves have the shape assumed under normal conditions, however, the latter-day "Veblen effect," i.e.,
persistent sales of overpriced luxury brands, is mathematicallyimpossible. If Veblen's analysis is to be sliced up into pieces this small for modeling purposes, there
will be enough left for many, many more models.
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The focus on the social factors that affect consumerpreferencesis the best-developed strand of alternativeeconomic theorizingon consumption.It is a coherent
story that combines provocativesatires, serious analyses, formalmathematicalmodels, and policy recommendationsthat flow logically from the analysis. It cannot,
however, provide an adequatenew theory entirely on its own. Critiquesand alternatives to the second and thirdassumptionsare needed as well.
In fact, the very process of mathematicalformalizationof hypotheses seems to
limit the scope of new theorizing. Works discussed in this section range from the
sweeping critiques and systemic, non-mathematicalanalyses of Veblen, Galbraith,
and Hirsch, to the creative tension between formal model and broaderperspective
seen in Duesenberryand Frank, to the purely formal and increasinglymathematical
treatment of Leibenstein, Pollak, and Bagwell and Bernheim. One might argue
about the relative merits and potentialcomplementarityof the Veblen/Galbraithand
Duesenberry/Franklevels of abstractionand formalism.But there can be little doubt
that economists have gone overboardin acceptanceof the third choice, the entirely
mathematicalmode of analysis.
Mathematicalmodels may be essential status symbols, if one's peer group consists of economists; on occasion, they may even have instrumentalas well as ceremonial value. Yet their hidden limitationis thatthey typically assume the rest of the
mathematicalapparatusof the neoclassical model; it is as if the establishedtheory
challenges the model-builderto a game of "whatcan you explain if you accept all of
the standard assumptions except one?" There are economists who excel at this
game; George Akerlof comes to mind as one of the most successful [see, e.g., Akerlof 1991]. But each round of the game begins anew; the results never accumulate
into a comprehensivealternativeframework.

Human Nature: Enough Is Enough
Turning to the second assumption,the view of humannatureas an ensemble of
insatiable desires for private consumptionis as standardas it is silly. Many great
economists of the past have known better. Here there are few if any mathematical
models, but there is a distinguishedhistory of alternativeperspectives. Adam Smith
is often quoted on the importanceof motivationssuch as self-respect; John Stuart
Mill is a treasuretrove of quotationssupportinga more complex understandingof
humanbehavior. Alfred Marshallbelieved that it was possible to make a distinction
between higher and lower desires; indeed, a hierarchy of more and less urgent
wants is one basis for the declining marginalutility of consumption.Unfortunately,
Marshall concluded that such subtleties could not easily be incorporatedinto economics, writing that
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The higher study of consumptionmust come after, and not before, the main
body of economic analysis; and, though, it may have its beginningwithin the
proper domainof economics, it cannot find its conclusion there, but must extend far beyond [Marshall1920; see also Goodwin 1991 and Endres 1991 on
Marshall'sviews of consumption].
Dissent from the neoclassical caricatureof human nature was also shared by
John MaynardKeynes. His "EconomicPossibilities for our Grandchildren"[Keynes
1963], written in 1930, was a utopianspeculationbased on the premise that material
wants must be satiable-and must be destined to reach the point of satiationwithin
the 100 years after he wrote. Two-thirdsof the way throughthat century, there is
little evidence of impendingsatiationof materialdesires. Instead, such factors as advertising and the competitivepursuitof styles and statushave postponedindefinitely
the era of widespreadagreementthatenough is enough.
Although his views on this subject were rarely spelled out explicitly, Keynes
emphaticallyrejected the neoclassical model of behavior and its philosophicalfoundations, as demonstratedby S. A. Drakopoulos [1992]. In some of his less wellknown writings, Keynes referredto the "Benthamitetradition"as "theworm which
has been gnawing at the insides of modem civilizationand is responsiblefor its present moral decay," and he commentedon early work in microeconomics:"How disappointing are the fruits, now that we have them, of the bright idea of reducing
Economics to a mathematicalapplication of the hedonistic calculus of Bentham"
[Keynes 1972, as cited in Drakopoulos 1992]. Keynes's error lay only in the assumptionthat this disappointingtree had reachedfull fruitionin his lifetime.
Unfortunately,Keynes offered only scatteredcomments about his preferred alternative;Drakopoulosargues that those commentsare consistentwith belief in a hierarchy of wants of differing urgency and importance. A formal model based on
such a hierarchyprovides a neat explanationof one of Keynes's more puzzling (but
realistic) observations, the "stickiness"of prices and wages: in essence, the model
shows that quantitiesand prices get temporarilystuck at the cusps between satisfaction of wants of differing levels of urgency. Thus, an alternativemodel of consumer
behaviormay be lurkingbehindthe scenes of Keynesianmacroeconomics.
At about the same time that Keynes was reshapingmacroeconomics, Paul Samuelson introducedthe theory of revealed preference, an importantinnovation in
the microeconomicsof consumption.It was, and often still is, claimed that revealed
preference avoids the need for any hypotheses about utility or human nature. It is
said to be enough for consumersto reveal their preferencesvia their actual choices
in the marketplace.So long as the observed choices satisfy a few innocuous-sounding consistency conditions, the standardresults of consumertheory can still be derived. In particular,since people reliably buy more when they have more income,
the insatiabilityof materialdesires is apparently"revealed."
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But Samuelson's sleight of hand only conceals, but does not remove, the restrictive and unrealisticneoclassical assumptionsabout the basis for consumerbehavior,
as both Amartya Sen [1973] and Mark Sagoff [1994] have persuasively argued.
Since preferences cannot be directly observed, the assertion that behavior reveals
preferencescannotbe tested. Sen suggests that revealedpreferenceis either a tautology or a controversialassertionabout humanmotivation,dependingon the meaning
of "preferences."If preferencesare defined as that which behaviorreveals, then revealed preference is true by definition and utterly uninformative.Sagoff proposes
that on this interpretation,the sun prefers to rise in the east, and in English the letter
"i"prefers to come before "e"except after "c."
On the other hand, if your preferencesare interpretedas "thatwhich makes you
more comfortable, all else being equal," as is often suggested in discussion of consumer choice, then behaviorneed not reveal preferences.Instead,behaviormay also
be based at times on empathy, ideals, commitments,moral and personalobligations,
etc. Once the distinctionbetween choices and preferencesis recognized, Sagoff argues that there are good reasons to favor maximizingfreedomof choice but no compelling groundsto supportmaximizingsatisfactionof preferences.
One of the most extensive examinationsof humannatureand its implicationsfor
economic behavior is found in a study by Tibor Scitovsky [1976]. While economics
assumes that there is a single thing called consumer satisfaction, psychology, according to Scitovsky, makes a sharpdistinctionbetween two differenttypes of satisfaction-comfort and pleasure. Pain is not, as common figures of speech suggest,
the opposite of pleasure; it is more properly speakingthe opposite of comfort. The
complex and sometimes surprisingrelationshipbetween comfort and pleasure provides Scitovsky with a much richerand more specific theory of humanwants than is
normallyseen in economics.
When he turns to the implicationsfor economic theory, Scitovsky asks two principal questions. First, which desires are insatiable?And second, which satisfactions
are necessarily obtained through purchases in the marketplace?His answer to the
first question is that virtually all desires for comfort are satiable. Discomforts are
specific things, and it is easy to tell when they have been eliminated;there is a limit
to how "not-hungry"you can be. The one exception harksback to Veblen and conspicuous consumption.The comfort of belonging, of winning social acceptance,can
require indefinitely rising consumerexpenditureas the price of status. In addition,
pleasure, which often results from novelty, can absorbever-increasingexpenditures.
As yesterday's novel pleasures become today's habits and tomorrow's socially defined necessities, maintainingthe same level of pleasure requiresnew levels of consumption.
This leads Scitovsky, like Galbraithand Hirsch, to skepticismabout the urgency
of incessant growth in production.That attitudeis reinforcedby Scitovsky's answer
to the second question: many of life's most importantsatisfactionscome from non-
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marketactivities or from the process of work, ratherthan from consumptionof purchased goods and services.
A different but complementaryperspectiveis providedby a feminist economist,
Paula England, who suggests that basic economic assumptionsabout human nature
reflect a male bias [England 1993]. In particular,the conventional economics of
consumer choice assumes that interpersonalutility comparisonsare impossible, that
tastes are exogenous and unchanging, and that individualsare uniformly selfish in
market interactions. Feminist theory, with roots in and respect for women's traditional roles, would lead to opposite assumptionsin each case: those who are used to
an empathic, emotionallysupportiverole would naturallyassume that some types of
interpersonalcomparisonsare the norm, that people are constantlyshapedby social
influences, and that altruismis common in public life. Yet the unempathicstandard
assumptions,which England ascribes to a traditionallymale model of the "separative self," are fundamentalto neoclassical theory. Feminist theory also leads to a
different view of economic power within the household, about which more will be
said below.
The authorsdiscussed here have not producedformalmodels, with the exception
of Drakopoulos'sreinterpretationof Keynes. They have, however, raised important
aspects of a critique of the neoclassical theory of consumption:human nature is
much more complex than a bundle of insatiableconsumerdesires. It would be hard
to construct an economic theory on these argumentsalone-but they are an indispensable part of the broaderproject of developinga new understandingof consumption.

Characteristicsand Homemade Commodities
Critiquesof the third basic assumption,the commodityorientationof consumer
desires, are implied in some of the economic alternativesdiscussed above. Such critiques are also commonplacein the treatmentof consumptionin fields such as sociology and anthropology.Marx's concept of "commodityfetishism"is relevanthere
and has been put to good use in a numberof recentanalysesof consumption[see the
survey in Lee 1993].
A more formal, mathematicalalternativeto the commodity orientationassumption has also gained widespreadrecognitionin the economics profession. Almost simultaneously, Kelvin Lancaster [1966a; 1966b], Richard Muth [1966], and Gary
Becker [1965] each proposedvery similar rethinkingsof the theory of consumerbehavior. Conventional theory posits a direct relationshipbetween goods and consumer satisfaction; consumers know exactly how much they will enjoy each
potential purchase. In contrast, the new approachholds that consumerswant something-experiences, satisfactions, characteristicsof goods-that results from their
purchases. (Recent discussionof energy conservationmakes use of similar concepts,
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though expressed in a differentjargon: what consumers want is not, e.g., heating
fuel, but rather "energy services" such as comfortableroom temperatures-which
can be producedby many differentcombinationsof fuel and insulation.)
Tlhe motivation for the new approachcan be seen in Lancaster'sobjections to
one aspect of standardconsumertheory: no one can possibly know exactly how satisfying each available good or combinationof goods will be; when new goods appear, as they constantlydo, there is no plausible way for consumersto revise their
preference rankings to encompass the expandedset of possibilities. The alternative
is to recognize that what consumers want are not goods per se, but characteristics
that they obtain from goods: e.g., flavors, textures, and nutrition from food, or
fuel-efficient transportation,comfortableseating, and visible statusfrom cars.
Lancaster'sversion of the new approachis by far the most accessible [Lancaster
1966a; for the more mathematicallyrigorouspresentation,see Lancaster1966b] and
imposes a specific structureon the supply and demand for characteristics.He assumes that consumer demand for characteristicsresembles the conventionalpicture
of demandfor goods-consumers know exactly which characteristicsthey want, and
they always want more. The relationshipof characteristicsto goods is strictly linear
and determinedby technology: twice as much of a good always produces twice as
much of each of its characteristics.
Lancaster's model is in some ways a departurefrom neoclassical theory, but in
other ways it is still closely connected to it. Insatiabilityis still assumed, though
now at the level of characteristics.Interdependenceis implicitly included, via Lancaster's discussion of status as a characteristic,but is not directly addressed. His
idea that people consume characteristicsratherthan goods has been cited in a number of recent studies of consumption,particularlyin other disciplines, but usually
only as an image or metaphor;applicationof his model in any detail is much less
common. (For a technicalapplicationof Lancaster'sframework,see Jones [1988].)
Critics have questioned Lancaster's approach, challenging two assumptionsin
particular [Hendler 1975; Ratchford 1979]. First, do all characteristicsof goods
produce positive satisfactions?If some goods have negative characteristics,or if satiation sets in so that some characteristicscan switch from positive to negative
sources of satisfaction (if one glass of wine with dinner is pleasant, how about
five?), the model as formulatedby Lancastercan no longer be applied. The same is
true of neoclassical theory, which must assume thatall consumersobtaineitherpositive or at worst zero satisfactionfrom each unit of each good.
Second, is the satisfactionobtainedfrom characteristicsindependentof the goods
that deliver them or the combinationsin which they are experienced?Does one cup
of tea with lots of sugar followed by anothercup with none producethe same satisfaction as two cups of tea with a little sugar in each? If the satisfactionsobtained
from goods are inseparablepackage deals, then there are limits to the usefulness of
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the characteristicsframework. Lancaster'swork is more reasonablyseen as a provocative startingpoint for the developmentof a new theory thanas its final form.
The Muth and Becker variantsof the new approachdrop the assumptionof a linear relationship between goods and characteristics.They use the language of a
household productionprocess: the householdcombines purchasedinputs (groceries,
cooking utensils, fuels) and householdlabor to producedesired outputs(meals). The
image of the consumer as a firm allows the extensive mathematicalapparatusused
to analyze ordinaryproductionto be applied to householdproductionas well. (For
an argumentthat the parallel between neoclassical analyses of productionand consumption reflects the lack of understandingof consumption,see Fine and Leopold
[1993, chap. 4].) Becker highlights the analogy with a uniquely obscure choice of
terminology, referring to the outputs of household production as "commodities"
analogous to those produced by businesses. The reader who lacks an English-toBecker dictionarymust rememberthat what Becker calls commoditiesare what others would call experiences or satisfactions,while the commoditiesvisible to the rest
of us are, for Becker, inputspurchasedby householdsin orderto producecommodities.
Of the three founders of the new approach,Muth went on to other pursuits almost immediately,as did Lancasterafter a few years. Becker. however, has persisted; he won the Nobel Prize in Economics in 1992 in part for his far-reaching
applicationsof the household productionmodel. He has argued that the theoretical
apparatusof selfish, rational maximizationcan produce explanationsof education,
discrimination,crime, marriageand divorce, childbearing,and many other behaviors, often throughuse of the householdproductionmodel.
The dangers of overextension of this model can be seen in the argumentby
Stigler and Becker [1977] that it is rarely necessaryto assume that consumers' tastes
have changed. In cases where preferencesappearto have shifted, Becker et al. prefer to say that the technology of householdproductionhas changed, while the satisfaction obtained from homemade "commodities"(i.e., experiences) may have
remainedconstant. Thus, a growing appreciationof and desire for a particularstyle
of music reflects a change in the technology of productionof the commodity "music
appreciation."Pursuitof new and changing styles means that a changing technique
is needed to produce the commodity "distinction."Advertising, unfairly accused of
manipulatingconsumerpreferencesby Galbraithand others, actuallyprovides information about new technologies that have become availableto produce commodities
such as "prestige." Addictionto harmfuldrugs does not representa change in tastes;
it is merely a change in the technology that the householduses to produce the commodity "euphoria."
In each case, a story can be told about the change in the household production
function that produces the apparentchange in tastes. The household can then be described as acting rationally,meaningthatit is engagingin utility maximization,with
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unchangingtastes for some hypothetical,unobservablecommodities. In effect, this
is mathematicaldeconstruction:pick a behaviorand tell a story about what it might
be maximizing. Even the beginning of lifelong addictioncan be described as a rational choice, not a change in tastes. The addict, equippedwith high-poweredintertemporalmaximizing capabilities, recognizes that use of an addictive substance
today will make it more enjoyableto continueusing the same substancein the future
[Becker, Grossman,and Murphy 1991; for a more intuitivelyplausiblemodel of addiction as a process akin to procrastination,see Akerlof 1991].
One might excuse all this if the household productionmodel achieved great insights into consumer behavior. However, as England [1993] points out, Becker
makes trivial and stereotypical assumptionsabout the dynamics within the household. There is a single head of household, repeatedlyreferredto as male, who is efficient at earningmoney and completely altruisticabout sharingit within the family.
England objects that it is unreasonableto expect the same person to be perfectly
selfish in the market and perfectly unselfish at home. Either the external greed
should affect family life, or the internalaltruismshould affect public life; in fact,
spillovers do occur in both directions. Unfortunately,a model thatbegins with trivially stereotypicalpremises is in dangerof ending with conclusionssuch as
A person may be well-read (i.e., have read the recent books generally believed to be important),but if his time is valuable in the marketplace, it is
much more likely that his spouse will be the well-read memberof the family
[Stigler and Becker 1977].
Although alternativesto the assumptionof commodityorientationhave been extensively developed and debatedwithin economics, one can hardly say that an adequate new theory has been created. On the contrary, the overdevelopmentof an
isolated insight, in the work of Becker and his colleagues. simply takes narrowneoclassical themes on the road to perform in other arenas. As in the case of alternatives to the individualismassumption, mathematicalformalizationof one aspect of
an alternativecan prevent connectionwith other, equally essential aspects.
Towarda New Theory
It is beyond the scope of this paper to elaboratea full-blownnew economic theory of consumption.Hopefully, the review of past contributionshas identifiedsome
of the building blocks of such a new theory. Alternativeviews in all three areas discussed here need to be synthesized, includingat least the following:
1. We are all social beings, not isolated autonomousindividuals;our tastes
are not exogenous to our interactions,but reflect long-standingcustoms,
contemporarysymbols of status, the demonstrationeffect of consump-
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tion by our peers, overt pressures from advertisers, and the frustrating
processes of positional competition. This is the most familiar aspect of
the alternative,and it has been well addressedby Veblen, Galbraith,and
others cited above.
2. Insatiablematerialdesire is not the whole, nor even most, of human nature. There are differentiatedwants of varying urgency-some of them
social, many of them satiable. Economic theory needs to comprehend
the sources of differing wants. People do not always act on selfish preferences for their own comfort, but are often motivatedby empathic, altruistic, or principledfeelings and beliefs. Far from humannaturebeing
inherently insatiable, it is possible that competition, emulation, and socially learned behavior in general may be the primarysources of apparently insatiabledesires.
3. Consumers rarely want specific marketedgoods per se. Rather, they
want characteristics, experiences, or services obtainable from goods,
some of which are based on technical performanceof the goods (transportation, from a car), and others based on the social meaningsascribed
to goods (status, perhapsfrom the same car). Lancaster'slinear technological relationship between goods and desired characteristics is too
rigid, but Becker's alternativeof limitless flexibility explains everything
and nothing. Developmentof an adequatetheory of the real relationship
between marketedgoods and the characteristicsdesired by consumers is
one of the remainingfrontiersof the economics of consumption.
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